GREAT    TRADE    ROUTE
§
I will tell you a secret. . . . For years and years I have been
cherishing that idea for a Utopia . . . that of units of
population, rather small than big, who should live side by
side as the churches do, and each have their own methods
of being governed or governing. . . . But I have always
been too shy to write it down. I am not an economist or a
scientific historian ... or in the least inclined to interfere
in the affairs of my kind. What I wrote would raise a howl
... as what I am writing will, from the economist, the
scientific historian, and the people who interfere pro-
fessionajly in world affairs. They will say I know nothing
about it. But really it is they who know nothing about
anything. They have never sat on rocks over the Mediter-
ranean and thought . . . and felt. . . .
But years ago . . . years and years ago . , . I was in a
long valley in Hessen Darmstadt. ... A long open valley
with basalt-pyramids rising up all over it—each one like
Mont St. Michel or St. Michael's Mount in Cornwall.
And on the top of one, the village would be nothing but
Lutherans wearing the local costume; and on the top of
another nothing but Jews, some of whom still wore the long
yellow gabardine. The next would be all Papists dressed
like shabbyish townspeople because the priests would not
let them wear costumes—and the next, Huguenots wearing
the costumes of La Rochelle in the seventeenth century.
And they were all perfectly friendly when they met in the
markets, and laughed and drank together and shared each
other's church feasts . . . and went home and did a little
backbiting to keep things healthy*
It was rather a heavenly place and time; I hear It is not
so good now. That was in 1894.
§
Well, ever since then I have at odd moments been thinking
that it would be a good thing if that religious arrangement
could be translated into politicp-social terms. I don't
suppose that politicians have more corrupted the inner

